
2015 Land Rover Evoque Air-conditioner compressor 

wearin 
2015 Land Rover Evoque  VIN：SALVA2BG6FH965313 

 
Function description: After replaced new air-conditioner compressor, we have to wearin the 
air-conditioner compressor.（Before executing the air-conditioner, executing air-conditioner reset. 
Choose X431PADIII ,choose Land Rover software ,after connecting then choose “auto-search”, 
scan the car information,  last click “Yes”to test. See as follow picture 



 
1、 Choose “Fast Test”to scan car system. See as pic1 

 

 
                                Pic1 
2、 Choose “Heater air-conditioner control module” click see as pic2.  
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3、 Choose “Special Function” Click entering  see as pic3  
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4、 Choose “Air-conditioner compressor wearin” see as pic4 
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5、 After reading prompt, click “Yes” to go to next step. as pic5; 
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6、 According to prompt condition “ open the ignition, shutdown the engine ,make sure the 
vehicle battery voltage more than 12.5V”,then click confirm to next step(See as pic6) 
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7、 According to prompt condition “Switch on the ignition”, then click “Yes” to next step; see as 
pic7;  
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8、 According to prompt condition“Engine Idle Speed Running, do not tread the accelerate 

pedal ”，Then click “Yes” to the next step. see as pic8 
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9、 Wait for some time, maybe 10 sec see as pic 9 
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10、 Click “Yes” to the nest step; see pic 10; 
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11、 Prompt “Complete”, click “Yes” to the next step; see as pic11; 
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12、 According to prompt“ switch off the ignition”, after satisfying the condition ,click 
“Yes” to the next step. see as pic12.  
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13、 According to the prompt condition“Switch on the ignition”, Then click “Yes” to the next 

step. See as picture13. 
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14、 Device prompt“Next step will clear all vehicle error code”. Then click “Yes” to the next 

step. see as picture14； 
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15、 According to prompt ,Wait for patiently. Wait for 40sec. 

See as 
Pic15 
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16、 According to prompt“Switch off the ignition”, confirm satisfying with the condition 

then click next step. See as picture16.  
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17、 According to prompt condition“Switch on the ignition”, then click to the next step. See 

as picture17; 
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18、 Device Prompt “Control Module Program finished successfully”. Click “Yes” to the 

next step. See as pic18 ; 
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19、 According to satisfying condition“Switch off the ignition”, then click“Yes”.Learning 

is over.(see as pic20) 
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